Host Scooter says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

XO_Keorn says:
::finishes letter and sends, he stands and exits his quarters heading for the bridge::

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Triton is no more than a minute outside of leaving its berth at the UP Fleetyards

CEO_Jarek says:
:: In Main Engineering getting ready for the mission::

CTO_Miaek says:
::on the bridge at tactical::

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks out the view port watching the Triton pull away from Utopia Planitia::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Standing a few steps from the docking hatch, huffing and puffing::  Self:  Whoa.  Barely made it.  ::Stumbles over to a wall panel::  Computer:  Nearest turbolift.  ::Chuckles::

EO_Porter says:
::On the Bridge at ENG1::

CIV_Knote says:
::Glances around the nearly empty lounge::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: wandering about the bridge, watching the crew work ::

Host Scooter says:
<COB> ::while walking away, looks at the Lieutenant as he literally jumped through the hatch as it closed::

CTO_Miaek says:
::sees the captain walking by and nods::

Host CO_Winters says:
:: nods back ::

XO_Keorn says:
::enters bridge and takes station.  Looks to everyone:: ALL: I would like to thank everyone for their timely filing of their reports on time

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Clings to the wall, following the path of lights down the corridor to a turbolift::  ::Gets in and slides against a wall::  TL:  Take me to...wherever the Captain is.

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* Engineering to Bridge, Full power available

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* Understood

XO_Keorn says:
CO: Sir engineering reports that full power available at your command

CIV_Knote says:
::Leans back and sips the fruit drink::

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Very well. Make way to the shooting range.

XO_Keorn says:
CO: Aye sir

XO_Keorn says:
FCO Noone: Warp 5 heading 25 mark 256

XO_Keorn says:
<FCO Noone> XO: Aye sir

XO_Keorn says:
FCO Noone: Engage

XO_Keorn says:
<FCO Noone> XO: Engaged

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Watches as the doors of the TL open onto the bridge, and sighs, having to lift himself up off the bulkhead to walk through::

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees the stars race by as the Triton goes to warp::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Walks down to the Captain, handing him a PADD::  CO:  Hi, I'm Lieutenant Waddleford.  These are my orders.

Host CO_Winters says:
* All Stations * Monitor your stations and report anything abnormal.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Mr. Porter ...I will be working on the Intermix ratio, Keep an eye on your Panel

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Yes sir. I'll watch it.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: turns to face Waddleford square and takes the padd ::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Points out toward the starboard wall::  CO:  You see that out there?  ::Absentmindedly::  No, of course you don't see it.  But that's what I'm here for.  To oversee that.

Host Scooter says:
ACTION: Triton reaches within range of the Weapons Testing Grounds

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Begins working on the Matter/Anti-Matter intermix ratio::

CIV_Knote says:
::Gets up and heads for bridge:: Self: May as well watch the fireworks from the bridge.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::hails Triton::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Smacks his forehead as the Captain stares blankly at him::  CO:  The pod, I mean.  The weapons pod.  Yes, that.  ::As a side note::  Ah, boy am I thirsty.  ::Waddles past the Captain to the food dispenser::  Replicator:  Water, please.

CIV_Knote says:
::Enters turbolift on deck 10:: TL: Main Bridge.

Host CO_Winters says:
Waddleford: Very well. :: walks to the Captains Chair ::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* That should do it ,What does your panel indicate?

CIV_Knote says:
::Steps out as turbolift doors open and moves to the side to stand at back of bridge::

EO_Porter says:
::Checks panel:: *CEO* : Yes. That appears stable to me.

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees yet another officer he doesn't know::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Picks up the glass and drinks it in one large gulp, then sets the glass back in the replicator.  Walks up behind the bridge to the secondary tactical panel::  CO:  I'll just stay up here.  To watch things;  you won't even know I'm here I promise.  ::Chuckles::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Incoming message

Host CO_Winters says:
Waddleford: Sure.

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: Put it on

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Turns around to Knote and grabs his hand in a firm handshake::  CIV:  Hi, I'm Waddleford.  You are?

CIV_Knote says:
::Steps aside as Waddleford approaches and nods:: Waddleford:  Lieutenant.

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Aye sir ::transfer the message to the viewscreen::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ COM: Triton: USS Triton, welcome to the Nutirian Firing Range. I am Captain Nathan Bewm, Rangemaster, aboard the range command cruiser Bigguns. Please follow me to range 17.

CIV_Knote says:
Waddleford: ::takes hand:: Jota Knote.

Host CO_Winters says:
Mr. Knote: Please, take the helm and follow the Bigguns.

Lt_Waddleford says:
CIV:  Pleased to meet ya.  ::Slaps his back, nearly knocking him over::  Oh, I'll get out of your way, Mr. Knote.

CIV_Knote says:
::His tan jumpsuit stands out in stark contrast to the fleet uniforms::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::moves to the helm and waits for the young ensign to move::

CIV_Knote says:
::Adjusts heading to follow the cruiser::

XO_Keorn says:
<FCO Noone> ::Moves out of CIV's way::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::takes the Oberth class ship promptly to warp towards the outer range::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Reroutes a little extra power to weapons from the shield systems::

EO_Porter says:
::adjusts a few controls::

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Following in trace sir.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: A little time jump... Within 15 minutes (large range), the two ships arrive at Range 17.

Host CO_Winters says:
Civ: Well done.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Eyes the viewscreen, grinning with anticipation::

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Mr. Porter, I gave the weapon systems a little more power. Rerouted from the shield systems

CIV_Knote says:
CO: On the target range sir.

Host CO_Winters says:
CIV: All Stop

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Alright. I'll compensate.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* I have the Nucleonic shield systems on line in case we need them they are on standby

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Aye sir, all stop.  ::Brings Triton to full stop::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ COM: Triton: A little bit of computer programming has allowed for this test battery to be run on automation, Captain. It speeds things up, and gets this annoying process over for the both of us that much faster.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO*: acknowledged.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::initiates program upload::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Looks over at the CTO::  CTO:  That pod, I did that.  My work.  ::Chuckles::  No, not really.  Part of it anyway.

Host CO_Winters says:
Comm: Bewm: Very well. Our CTO is standing by ::

CIV_Knote says:
::watches as the programmed headings are downloaded::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Turns back to the panel, thinking this bridge crew is much stiffer than the last he worked with::

CIV_Knote says:
Self: I certainly hope there is an over-ride command for this test.

CTO_Miaek says:
::looks over to  Lt. Waddleford::

XO_Keorn says:
*CEO* status of the shields and power distribution systems?

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* It appears this test is automated. Be prepared to manually cut power to the weapons. You know how things have a habit of going on this ship.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: We get to pick the headings and targets or does the program do it?

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ COM: Triton: Captain, I also believe you have transferred aboard a specialist in the design of this new weapons pod array. If you wish, final diagnostics may be run at your discretion before the battery begins.

Host CO_Winters says:
Comm: Bewm: I will relay that to our Chief Engineer.

CEO_Jarek says:
*XO* Shields at full Power, Nucleonic shields on line

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks at Keorn with concern::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Looks over to the Captain, drawing a breath to speak, but leans back, disappointed::

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Run some more diagnostics on the module before we begin.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir ,will do

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Pulls out a PADD and starts tapping at it::

CTO_Miaek says:
::looks at the captain:: CO: awaiting your orders

CIV_Knote says:
::Glances at the sensor specialist and notes the disappointment on his face::

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Notify me as soon as the diagnostics are complete.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::has his FCO take the ship to the far end of the weapons range, where the sensor targets are placed::

CIV_Knote says:
XO: Sir, we going to have any control over this test?

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: We are just waiting on engineering now.

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Aye Sir

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir

CIV_Knote says:
::Looks at Waddleford for some input::

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: It looks like it is all under the control of the computer and I don't know how I feel about that

Lt_Waddleford says:
XO:  Yes, they have it set up to run automatically.  ::Sighs::

CIV_Knote says:
::Grimaces at Keorn's answer:: XO: I know exactly how I feel about it.

XO_Keorn says:
Lt: What about the "human" factor that must be taken into account in all situations

CIV_Knote says:
Waddleford: Is there an override available during this test Lieutenant?

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::has ship power down to minimal, to minimize possible auto-targeting... awaits Triton's response::

Lt_Waddleford says:
XO:  Don't ask me.  If I had it my way, I'd run it manually.  But I never do.  ::sighs again::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Diagnostics complete. The pod seems to be in order, Though I am Unfamiliar with the design specs

Lt_Waddleford says:
CIV:  Sure there is.  A couple even.   ::Scrolls down his PADD::

CIV_Knote says:
CO/XO: Helm interface looks okay.

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Acknowledged. Beginning test.

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: You may begin.

CTO_Miaek says:
CTO: Aye Sir

XO_Keorn says:
CIV: Understood, thanks

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
<edit CTO to CO>

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Walks behind the tactical panel and stands looking over the CTO's shoulder::

CTO_Miaek says:
:: sees the Lt. standing behind him::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: The test battery auto-programming begins. Computer consoles whir momentarily. Computer announces "Beginning Phase 1... Long-range phaser operations"

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Keep an eye on the EPS grid during this test, We may have a problem

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Taken aback::  CTO:  Am I bothering you?

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  Sir, is tactical been automated too?

CTO_Miaek says:
Lt:  You are fine

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Ok. I'll watch to see if the pod puts a strain on the EPS grid.

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Affirmative

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Notify me immediately if there is a warning indicator

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: Various data is displayed on the Tactical console as the pod auto-targets the sensor drone... and fires phasers.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO*  : Ok

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Keep an eye on the Bigguns, make sure they don't get in the way.

CTO_Miaek says:
::has the look of a child watching someone play with his new toy::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Stands back a step anyhow and watches from Master Situations instead::  Self:  Yeesh.

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Aye Sir

CTO_Miaek says:
::sees the data displayed on the tactical monitor::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::watches the drone vaporize, sending back a data stream an instant beforehand:: COM: Triton: Phase Two, single-launcher torpedoes, should be beginning now

XO_Keorn says:
::pulls up info on test and monitors interface of pod and ship::

Host CO_Winters says:
Comm: Bewn: Acknowledged.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : EPS readings normal so far.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Nods, even thought Bewm can't see him, and continues watching the console with bated breath::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: Phase Two begins... Minor glitches read out from some consoles, but the test continues unharmed... A torpedo fires

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Acknowledged, Keep an eye on it

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Eyes widen::  Self:  Oh...!  Oh.  That's fine.  Nothing  wrong.  ::Tapes a few buttons and waits for the next phase::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Glitches were detected

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Anything serious?

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: Phase three, multi-launcher torpedoes, begins with no errors. The torpedo loading glitch subsides... 18 torpedoes launch in rapid succession from the three pod launch tubes... The drone array implodes harmlessly... but two torpedoes continue on through the debris.

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: were they automatically corrected or do we need to manually do it

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: nothing serious, but I don't like it

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Immediately turns to the CTO::  CO/CTO:  No, no, nothing wrong.  Nothing that can't be fixed with a little tweaking afterward.  ::Smiles and turns back to his panel::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: We have a miss with two stray torpedoes

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Warn the Bigguns.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::watches screen... sees the two torpedoes... thinks nothing about it as there's another firing range off in the distance... until he sees a lone shuttle passing illegally through an inter-range travelling lane:: Oh!!!!! Oh @#$!!!!! Abort!!!! ::tries to initiate torpedo abort commands::

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Abort the torpedo.

CTO_Miaek says:
Comm: Bewm: there are two stray torpedoes that missed the target

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Blinks a few times, watching sensor blips of the torpedoes as they careen toward a passing shuttle::

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: Try and beam the pilot out of that shuttle

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
<Computer> CTO: Abort unsuccessful. Torpedoes out of range.

CTO_Miaek says:
:: starts tapping buttons as fast as the fingers will go

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: The pilot, thankfully, is beamed out just as the torpedoes erupt on the shuttle

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: torpedoes can't be aborted sir

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* What’s going on up there?

Host CO_Winters says:
:: begins tapping controls of his own :: Ensign Ops: Transport Lock.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::breathes a sigh of relief:: COM: Triton: That was close... Phase Four, the final phase, should be starting now.

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  Permission to speak freely, sir

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Errant torpedoes.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Sweats nervously::  Self:  I hope I'm not blamed for this... No, of course not, why would I be blamed?  ::Chuckles uneasily to himself and continues watching the console::

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Yes.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : A few of the torpedoes continued through the debris field and just hit a shuttle.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Give Tactical Main console more power from Science 2

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: I don't like my station being automated, I can't control the mistakes that it makes

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Pause the simulation.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: Computer announces the beginning of Phase Four: In-Flight Torpedo Re-targeting

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Aye.

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: That is the way Starfleet wants it. Unfortunately.

Lt_Waddleford says:
Self:  Ooh, the fun phase.  ::Eyes light up as he watches the monitor::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: Six torpedoes launch, two from each tube

EO_Porter says:
::re-routes power from SCI2:: CTO : You now have some extra power.

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Sir, phase four has already begun

Host CO_Winters says:
:: raises eyebrow ::

CTO_Miaek says:
EO: thank you

XO_Keorn says:
::Watches monitor display info being sent to the torpedoes::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Feels the 'unfortunately' and thinks about telling the Captain that the automation idea wasn't his...but shrugs it off and keeps watching::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
<Computer> CTO: Targeting data not acquired from source sensor array. Please select target from available list. ::displays three targets::

CTO_Miaek says:
::stands by watching the torpedoes, just in case of another mishap::

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Make sure those targets are verified.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Do you see the red light on the upper right hand side of the console?

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  Aye Aye Sir

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* The one blinking

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Hears the computer, thinks, "Haven't heard that before..." ;  raises an eyebrow and watches the torpedo’s projected path::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
<Computer> CTO: Interlink with sensor array established. Parity error correction is not available.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Red light? ::looks:: ah, yea. it just started::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  I think we have a problem

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* That is the Tactical Pod Shutdown override, Just incase

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: More details!

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : ok. The pod is still within the limits of the EPS, for now.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::knows this phase is safe, from simulations to watching the prototype... has his FCO power the ship up and head towards the shuttle wreck::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Cringes and turns around:: CO:  Parity error correction is just a safeguard, but the torpedoes are on course for the sensor arrays.  Nothing to worry about.

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* That is in case the CO orders and immediate shutdown

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* :Ok.

Host CO_Winters says:
:: drums fingers on chair ::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
<Computer> ::beeps:: CO/CTO: New target acquired. Adjusting torpedo course. ::torpedoes veer starboard to another drone::

CTO_Miaek says:
*CEO* can you run a check on the tactical pod?

CEO_Jarek says:
<Computer> Show design specs on the tactical Pod...........

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Gulps::  Self:  That, though, that's not good.  ::Wobbles back over to Tac 2::

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: what is the new target? are we sure it is a drone?

CEO_Jarek says:
*CTO* As we speak

CIV_Knote says:
::Sits at helm arms crossed shifting eyes from console to view screen::

CTO_Miaek says:
::looks at the Lt:: Is this suppose to be so complex and error prone?

Host CO_Winters says:
*CEO* Shut it down.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Aye sir

CTO_Miaek says:
XO:  I didn't lock on a target yet sir

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Done sir

Lt_Waddleford says:
CTO:  No, no its not.  Its fine, see?  The torpedoes are heading for the next sensor targets.  ::Points::

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Status.

CTO_Miaek says:
XO: but sensors verify it is a drone

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Do you concur Mr. Porter

Host CO_Winters says:
XO, CTO: Now will I let this continue?

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::watches the incoming torpedoes as the Bigguns begins to power up at thrusters:

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Yes, at least until we can figure out what went wrong.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Whispering::  CTO:  But frankly, I hate this whole automation idea.  It would go much smoother on manual... ::sighs::

XO_Keorn says:
CO: I am not sure how confident I am with letting it continue

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  You have my opinion sir

CIV_Knote says:
::Shakes head not liking being locked out of helm control::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Surprised::  CO:  Captain, there's nothing wrong, I assure you.  Everything's reading out just fine.  ::chuckles::  See?  On the panel?  ::Points to Tac 2 again::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CTO* Diagnostics complete

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO,XO: Is everything 'safe' now?

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
<Computer> ::suddenly beeps:: CTO: Ion stream surge detected. Initiating auto-targeting defense. Active torpedo group Alpha is being reassigned. ::tactical map on the display suddenly switches to the Bigguns::

CTO_Miaek says:
*CEO* Can you shed some light on all the malfunctions?

Lt_Waddleford says:
::As reassuringly as possible::  CO:  And, I have the override codes right he... ::Holds up the PADD, voice trailing off as he hears the computer::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CTO* The Targeting relay systems are not sufficient for the pod

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: Is it targeting the other ship?

CTO_Miaek says:
CO:  Sir the Bigguns is being targeted

CIV_Knote says:
::Wonders why the Bigguns would be down range instead of next to Triton::

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: The torpedoes veer more starboard

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Where are the torpedoes going?

CTO_Miaek says:
::begins tapping the tactical station trying to change it's target::

XO_Keorn says:
CTO: target with the phasers if you can get control of them and detonate the torpedoes

CTO_Miaek says:
XO: trying sir

CIV_Knote says:
CTO: Manually explode those torpedoes before they impact!

XO_Keorn says:
CO: We can use the subspace tunneling to detonate the warheads

CEO_Jarek says:
*CTO* The system cannot tell the makeup of the ship it is targeting

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Where are the torpedoes going?

XO_Keorn says:
::begins typing to reconfigure the defector dish::

CTO_Miaek says:
::taps away at the computer trying to get manual override::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CTO* Nor can it control the weapons once they are deployed

XO_Keorn says:
::begins targeting the warheads with a subspace tunnel::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: scanning sir

Lt_Waddleford says:
CO:  No, no, you'll mess up the targeting!  Tell them that!  They'll readjust course, I've seen it!  ::Starting to panic::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Sir the specs do not comply with the actual simulation

XO_Keorn says:
CO: I have the torpedoes targeted with a subspace tunnel, on your command

CIV_Knote says:
COM: Bigguns: Apparent targeting malfunction.  You may be targeted.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
@ ::screams violent bloody epitaphs at his OPS and FCO, who powered up the ship too quickly:: You blasted Ensigns!!! You're powering up the ship quicker than the spec is written for to remain safe. ::hears a proximity alert... sees the torpedoes on the screen:: Emergency beam-out!!!!!!!!

Host CO_Winters says:
XO,CTO: I need to know where they are going!

XO_Keorn says:
CO they are heading for the Bigguns

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: they are on course to the Bigguns sir

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Very well, abort.

XO_Keorn says:
::fires subspace tunnel::

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Looks at his console again::  CO:  The shuttle moved to quickly, and the Bigguns was identified by the AI programming in the pod as a hostile target.  It's not a malfunction in my pod!

CIV_Knote says:
::Hears Waddleford and shakes head::

Host CO_Winters says:
Waddleford; I would think your pod would be able to differentiate between Starfleet and the enemy.

CIV_Knote says:
CO: Maneuver to pick up escape pods?

CTO_Miaek says:
::wipes the sweat of his forehead::

Host CO_Winters says:
CIV: Acknowledged.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Frustrated, starts punching override codes into the computer::  CO:  Well, tell that to Captain Bewm.  He made them set this to automatic.

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* Sir I am transferring the data on the diagnostics to your panel

CIV_Knote says:
CTO: Can we not beam them out?

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
ACTION: The Bigguns senior staff beams to the Triton Bridge... but then the torpedoes veer away from the Bigguns at the last moment and deactivate

CIV_Knote says:
::Adjusts heading toward the Bigguns::

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* You will see the inability of the relay systems to identify and comply

CIV_Knote says:
::Sees the Bigguns staff beam aboard and stops the Triton::

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: We have a miss, I repeat, we have a miss

XO_Keorn says:
::deactivates tunnel noting that it was unsuccessful

CIV_Knote says:
CO: All stopped sir.

Host CO_Winters says:
Bigguns: Welcome aboard.

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Glares at the staff of the Bigguns, saying nothing::

CIV_Knote says:
::Gives a large sigh and stares at Waddleford::

CTO_Miaek says:
::looks at the Lt. with a little frustration::

Host CO_Winters says:
Waddleford: The results and my report will be forwarded to Starfleet Command.

Host CO_Winters says:
Waddleford: ... as I am sure Captain Bewn will agree.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
::looking around:: CO: Partly my fault. My FCO and OPS powered up the ship quicker than I told them too

Lt_Waddleford says:
CO:  Yes, as will my results and report.  ::Under his breath::  If you hadn't panicked....

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Weapons Pod secure, Mr. Porter?

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Looks over at Bewm::  CO:  Yes, that too.  Like I told you.

EO_Porter says:
*CEO* : Yes, sir. The Pod is secured.

Host CO_Winters says:
CTO: Please remove the Lieutenant from my bridge.

CIV_Knote says:
Self: So what happens if we fire while at warp? We become the target?

CTO_Miaek says:
CO: Aye sir:: with a little grin

CEO_Jarek says:
*EO* Rerouting Power back to normal

Lt_Waddleford says:
::Eyes widen::  CTO:  Never mind, I can find my own way back to the quarters.  ::Shrugs him off and steps into the turbolift::

CTO_Miaek says:
::walks over to the Lt:: Lt: this way please

CEO_Jarek says:
*CO* All systems Nominal Sir

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
::gives a slight sigh:: CO: We'll continue this in a little while. You and I have data to review

Lt_Waddleford says:
TL:  Deck 10.

Host CO_Winters says:
Bewm: Indeed.

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Reviews data from simulation::

Host CO_Winters says:
XO: Make sure the Bigguns crew are returned to there ship.

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=

Host Cpt_Bewm says:
=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=
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